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Bridging the Gap Through Bilingual Education
"It's a miracle."
Learning Spanish has given her
That's how Dr. Judith W. Ros- a special insight, she said. "I
enthal, an associate professor of understand the culture better
biological sciences at Kean Col- and certainly have a better
lege of New Jersey, describes her understanding of the problems
recently acquired fluency in our Hispanic students have."
Spanish that permits her to teach
Rosenthal, who holds a doctobiology in that· language.
rate in bio-chemistry from Brown
Rosenthal, who is teaching her University, found she needed to
third section of 24 Spanish- become familiar with Spanish
speaking students this fall, said, when she was an assistant dean.
" I can't believe I am doing it. My · " I was continuously interactSpanish improved tremendously ing with Hispanic students and I
after teaching for two semesters. was dependent on my secretary
"The students have been very who was perfectly bilingual."
helpful to me with new vocabuRosenthal, who has taught at
lary and pronunciation. They are Kean College since 1974, said she
particularly amused when I make began learning Spanish when Dr.
a mistake. They all laugh.
Orlando Edreira, a professor of
"By teaching in the language I foreign languages and chairman
maintain my language skills and I of the foreign language departwatch a lot of Spanish TV. I watch ment at the time, offered a course
an hour of Spanish soap opera for facu·lty me'mbers and adevery night and I learn new ministrators.
vocabulary and common expresThat was about seven years
sions not taught in class."
, ago. She said she studied with

Edreira for four years including
two .years when the class met
twice a week, 12 months a year.
" I could speak, but not well. I
knew verbs, vocabulary, but to
use it was completely different."
"I could not speak Spanish
well until I took a sabbatical and
went to Mexico," she said. " I
lived there for two months with a
Mexican family in the city of
Cuernavaca and attended Experiencia Educativa Bilingue, a
Spanish language school."
Rosenthal said the school tailors programs to the needs of
professionals and helped her with
science and lecturing skills. She
noted that it took two years to
research the appropriate school.
'" The studies in Mexico during
April and May of 1986 were supported by the career development program here at Kean. It
was total immersion," she said.
"I came back for the fall

New School for Business, ,
GoYernment, and Technology
by Tom Green
A new school has been added
to the curriculum here at Kean,
effective September 1.
The establishment of the new

schoof stemmed from a taslc for-

ce's report as well as the recom-

mendat\on by an outside consultant. The Economics and Manage-

ment Science Department initiated an intensive self-study
evaluation, which led to the
conclusion that the Business
Program at Kean should be given
school status, which was approved
by the board of trustees on July
13.

The school will consist of: the
department of economics/geography /management science, the
department of political science
(including public administration),
and the department of Tech nology.
The number of students in the
new school will be the largest of
any here at Kean College.
Du ring the upcoming year a

nationwide search will be conducted in order to find a permanent dean who will assume
the role at the beginning of the
1988-89 academic ye.ar.

At present, Dr. Marcel Fulop
(of the Management Science
Department) is the acting dean
of the new school. Dr. Howard
Rubin (of the Political Science
Department) is the acting deputy
dean.
The primary reasons for the
establishing of the new school
were:
One, a balance was needed
with the school of liberal arts.
Due to the size of the Economics/Management Science Department as well as the Liberal
Arts Department, the ratio of
faculty to students wasn't conducive for optimum learning.
Two, " this would allow a
sharper focus on the business
curriculum," as stated by Dr.
Fulop.
Three, accordingto Dr. Rubin,

this would be a good marketing
technique for the school (since
Kean was the only state school,
except for Jersey City, not to
.have a school of business).
One of the goals for establishing the sc ool, is to revise the

atory manual from English to
Spanish," she said.
Rosenthal credits Edreira for
his encouragement. "Dr. Edreira
was very supportive and I could
not have done this without his
help," she said, noting that it was
"During the summer of 1986 I Edreira who edited the translated
had translated the biology labor- lab manual.

semester of 1986 and starteJ
teaching biology in the Spanish
speaking program in which students obtain college credits while
they learn in the English as a
Second Language Program.

Hard Times for
Rogers Beach
by John A. Salerno
"We have an awful lot of
The beach, seagulls wheeling unutilized ,pace," Goodman
above, a volleyball game next to said, "and the back of Rogers is
· you, and Rogers Hall. Rogers an eyesore, a real mudhole." He
Hall? If Mark Goodman had his noted that the area experiences
way, a beach and recreation area, a great deal of erosion. Railroad
including volleyball nets and a ties around the beach, he said,
horseshoe pit would sit between would also solve the erosion
Rogers and Sozio Halls.
problem.
Mark Goodman, president of
The beach proposal is in
Student Organization, suggested "lim',o" now according to
the beach last semester during Goodman, and he admits that if
his campaign for president, but no beach was approved, a general
now the prospects for the prop- landscaping of the area, and
osal are dimming.
recreation area would be enough.
A proposal for the project was
"People would respect the area
brought to Pat Ippolito, vice more if it looked better,"
president of Student Services, Goodman said.
"I'd like to see something
who referred it to the Housing
office. The beach proposal was there," Maslo says, "Maybe not a
thought to be a housing interest, beach, but some improvements."
to be funded by the Housing
"Insurance is a consideration
office.
The proposal calls for a beach

if someone \s \niured \n \hec:a1n-

area, with sand retained by rail-

tor of H o ~
"Noise & a consideration," said

Managementsdenceamtculum.

roacftles, two YOffeybaff nets and

Another goal being to reorganize the Department of
Economics and Management
Science, into three departments
(Economics, Management
Science, and Accounting).
As for the first month of operation of the fourth school, both
Dr. Fulop and Dr. Rubin agreed
that it is operating smoothly and
without problems.
Of course, none of this would
have been possible if not for the
help of many dedicated individuals. Some of these being: President Weiss, Vi ce - Pre siden e s
Esposito and Ki mmet, Professor
Charles Peterson, and everyone
else who helped make the transition easier.

a horseshoe pit. The work for the
project, according to the report,
could be done by students.
Goodman suggested that a Fraternity could use the project as a
service project.
The cost of th€ project quoted
in the report is over 3,500 dollars,
to be picked up by the housing
office.
Housing, however, may have
other ideas.

IN THIS
ISSUE:

high, groups such as the Recreat ion Majors club offered lolli pops to any participant who could
toss a frisbee through the nose in
a cardboard cut-out. The Institute for Human Services we lcomed interested stude nts not
just with the program's director
and assistants, but with handicapped puppets who sang and
danced .
The Student Media of Kean
College achieved applause, with
WKNJ provid ing the music for
the afternoon , and our own
Independent won the best overall display fo r their organization.
But that wasn' t all the exci te-

Speak Out! . .. .. . 5

ment. WWOR Channel 9 was
filming a commercial about Kean,
wh ich will be aired Oct. 1
betwee n 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. during a se gment of the Senior
Games, which were held here at
the college. Dracula sta lked the
campus, promoting his play which
opens in Wilkins Theatre Oct. 1.
Fu-bar the robot rece ived a hand
as the electronically controlled
device made his way through the
crowd, joking with all those who
participated.
New Student Committee president Eric Daly was quoted saying ," I loved it. It was better than
'Cats' " . Other festival-goers said,

Record
Reviews . . . .. .. . . . 7

Maslo. Neighboring houses often
complain about noisy events at
Kean . A beach behind Rogers,
according to Maslo, would put
students that much closer to their
neighbors.
Insurance is also a problem
according to Maslo, " in case
someone is hit in that area." He
pointed to a collection of balls
he'has which have come through
first floor windows in the Squad.

High Turnout for
Freshman Class Position~:
by John Todd
Six freshmen want to be president of their class, and according

Campus Awareness Festival
by Rhonda Ruch
September 22 and 23 sparked
a nother su ccessful Campus
Awareness Festival, sponsored by
the Student Activities office. The
da y began with a new idea; a
parade through the campus with
app ro xi mately 75 marching
p eo p le representing groups,
cl ubs, and organizations of Kean
College. Stationed outside Hutchinson Hall , some 50 groups and
organ izations participated during
th e fest ival , each giving out
information about their party and
describing their goals and expectations here at Kean .
With balloons flying and spirits

pus," says Robert Maslo, direc-

" Awesome", " Very informative.
It's a great way of getting involved
and meeting people" .
The fraternities and sororities
gave enthusiastic advice on their
organizations. Each group impressively spread their trophies and
award!; from Greek Olympics of
t he past, community service
awards, and winners of Homecoming floats and tailgate -parties. The Greeks gathered once
again that evening for Meet the
Greeks in the College Center
cafeteria, giving their perspectives an illustration that pledging
a frat or sorority is serious
business.

Campus Awareness/
All-College
Picnic ... ... .. . . 8-9

to Jeeva Sri, vice-preside nt of
Student Organization, that's the
highest number of students for
that position in four years.
The turnout for the positions
was so high that run-off elections
must be held for the President,
Vice-President and Sec retary
positions for the freshman class.
Each seat will be narrowed to
three students, and then the
general election for President,
Vice-President , Treasurer ,
Council seats, and Secretary.
" I was very pleased," said Peg
Melchione, associate director of
the Freshman Center. "I think
that the peer liaison students did
a great deal in their freshman
seminar classes to get the word
out."
Primary elections will be held
or:i Thursday, October 1, and the
general elections will be held on
Continued on Page 3
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·What's up _at.~.

Freshman Center

Fresh.man Class Reception

,,Campus Calendar

The Freshman Center cordially
invites all Freshman Class Officers and Representatives, and all
other interested freshmen to a
Freshman Class Reception on
Tuesday, October 13t h, between
the hours of 1 :40 and 3:00.
Sherbet punch and hors d 'oeuvres will be served in a comfortable, informal atmosphere.

Thursday, Octl'ber 1

7:00p.m.-1:OOa.m.
8:00p.m.-5:00p.m.
8:00p.m.-1:OOa.m.
Bp.m.
7:30-10p.m.
8:00-11p.m.
6:30-7:30p.m.

Student Organization
CC Cafe
Student Organization Primary Election
CC Sloan Lounge
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Browsing Room
" Dracula" Fee
Wilkins Theatre
Rho Sigma Chi
Dining Room II
Zeta Phi Beta
Alumni Lounge
CAPB Open House
Freshman Center
Friday, October 2

12:30p.m.-2:00p.m.
9:00-11p.m.
. 9:00-Sp.m.

B.S.U. Conference
B.S.U.
B.S. U. Conference

Little Theatre
Wilkins Theatre
All of Downs Hall

B.S.U. Conference

9:00a.m.-8:00p.m.
9:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
8:00p.m.-11 :OOp.m.
8:00p.m.-11 :OOp.m.
7:00p.m.-8:00p.m.
2:00p.m.-9:00p.m.

Ukranian Performance
B.S.U. Conference
Phi Beta Sigma
W.K.N.J.
Mass
1.F.M.

10:00p.m.-1:OOp.m.
6:00p.m.-8:30p.m.
1:00-8:00p.m.
12:00p.m.-1 :OOp.m.
1:OOp.m.-5:00p.m.
9:00a.m.-2:00p.m.
3:00p.m.-7:30p.m.
10:00p.m.-11 :OOp.m.

M.A.T. Testing
N.T.E. Review
Delta Slgma Theta
Staff Association
Delta Sigma Theta
Frank Fowle-Dramatist
Film "Songs of the World"
Nu Sigma Tau

All of Downs Hall

Sunday, October 4

Wilkins Theatre
Dining Room 1, 2 & 3
Alumni Lounge
Room A
Room B
Alumni Lounge

Monday,OctoberS

Browsing Room
Browsing Room
Dining Room 1 & 2

Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Little Theatre
RoomB

Tuesday, October 6 - Freshman Convocation

7:30p.m.
8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
7:30-1 :OOa.m.
1:40p.m.
12:30p.m.
7:30-11 :OOp.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
7:30-11 :OOp.m.
7:00-11 :OOp.m.
7:30-9:30p.m.
9:30-11:00p.m.
1:40-8:00p.m.
1:40-3p.m.
1:40-3p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m. ~
, :40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.

Film "Songs of the World"
Little Theatre
Student Organization-Final Elections
CC Sloan Lounge
Sigma Beta Tau
Browsing Room
Freshman Convocation
Wilkins Theatre
Summer Skies Show-Planetarium
Science Bldg.
Delta Sigma PiDining Room 3
J.S.U.-Sukkah Celebration
Alumni Lounge
Omega.Sigma Psi
. . Alumni Lounge
Nu Theta Chi
Room A
I.F.M.
Room B
Lambda Chi Rho
Room B
Film: TBA - Free
J-100
English Student Assoc.
W-300
IV.C.F.
J-134
C.E.C.
J-139 ·
I.S.A.
.
J-203
Indian Student Association
J-135
Day Care Center
css 108
S.A.M.
E.E.O.
A.M.A.

W-411 .

W-100 & 200
W-313

E.E.O.

All are urged to attend since
this function is aimed towards
giving new students the opportunity to meet wi th their new
leaders a·nd ask them questions
as well as to offer any ideas that
they might have. In addition,
freshmen will also have t he
chan ce to meet with the leaders
and members of organizations

such as the Commuter Club, New
Student Committee, and the
Scoop, as well as to get acquainted
with former freshman class leaders, who also currently hold positions in the sophomore class.
So, don't forget to mark your
calendars for th is exclusive, gala
event! See you there!

Safe Sex, Huh?

Saturday, October 3- Yom Kippur

9:00a.m.-9p.m.

, _1:40-3:00p.m.

Thun., Oct. 1, 1987
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by Gay Lumsden, Director
Freshman Center
You roll your eyes heaven ward as Aunt Susie prepares to
pontificate. " THERE'S NO SUCH
THING ~SSAFE SEX!" She repeats,
stabbing the table with her long
fingernail. " And, anyway, what's
all this so-called ' educating'
people about it? If they get
pregnant .. . or get AIDS ... it
serves them right. They' ll learn a
lesson."
They sure will, you think. At
the expense of innocent lives,
asking neither to be born to parents who don't want them nor to
be terminated before they have
a chance. Or at the expense of
their own lives, ended in pain
and tragedy. Some lesson, you
think.
.
Maybe Aunt Susie just doesn't
think about what she says. Maybe
she gets some satisfaction out of
others " getting theirs". Maybe
she really believes that the only

way to handle t he ills of our wrongly, that sex is just a physi cal
society is to pretend they aren't function and has nothing to do
happening and they' ll go away. with our hearts and our minds.
Maybe she honestly thinks that Human beings are whole creakeeping people ignorant will also tures, and we respond with our
whole selves. If we try to treat
keep them moral.
Of course, ignorance never our physical lives as separate from
kept people on the path of right- our spiritual lives we will, ultieousness before; history provides mately, pay an emotional price.
But Aunt Susie, sanctimonious
testimony to centuries of illegitimate babies born into poverty as she is, knows as well as we do
and squalor, of venereal disease that nice people do have sexual
rotting away the bodies and relationships, and that good
brains of those who contracted it people do take risks. They did
out of ignorance ... no, just " not when she was a girl (in fact, you
knowing" won't make us either should hear some of the things
she did!) and they will for many
moral or safe.
Is there such a thing as " safe" generations to come. So let's not
sex? No, not entirely. No contra- rely on ignorance or " pretendceptive is totally safe, either in ing" our relationships "just happreventing pregnancy 9r in pre- pened so suddenly I couldn't
venting AIDS. But the use of think about it". We'd all better
condoms can reduce the risks think about it. And do somedramatically. And, of course, sex thing about it. Saying, " But I
can be " unsafe" in the sense of didn 't know ... " will make you
the emotional complications that neither less pregnant nor less
may set in when we assume, · dead .

Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,

road alternatives for you and

sense, which can have a negative
effect on energy, sense of direction, and self-esteem.
It looks as if you may do well to
shave a bit off here and there
than to give up any of your invol-

vements. This way you have so!lle
space to feel satisfaction from

T-116 .
I am a full-time student with a
others in similar positions. There each of your endeavors, if you
1:40-3:00p.m: ''
J:
~:~
full-time
job
as
well
.
I
took
are
no " shoulds," I think, other really feel you cannot give any of
1:40-3:00p.m.
]_
summer
courses
also.
I
am
indethan what you personally deter- these up. This sense of satisfac1:40-3:00p.m.
304
VE-lU pendent, sharing an apartment . mine you are capable , of. Your tion is something we miss when
7:40-10:10p.m.
T-216 with a friend .. lt is very important
7:40-10:10p.m.
mood and physical symptoms are we are on " automatic pilot."
C-218 to me that I get my degree so that
7:40-10:10p.m.
warnings; listen, they tell a story. Perhaps you can take one less
7:40-10:10p.m.
D-125 I have more career options. Right
Fatigue and short-temperedness class per semester; if you can
, 7:40-10:10p.m.
B-224A now I am unhappy with my job
can be saying that on one hand afford to do so, you might knock.
7:40-10:10p.m.
VE-114 but I must keep it up. I am also a
you are doing too much, on the a day off of your work schedule
Big Brother. Lately, though, I
Wednesclay,October7
other hand too little ... You have (and cut unnecessary expenses).
1:40 & 7:30p.m.
Indian Film
Little Theatre have been unhappy with nearly
made no mention of relaxing. If you are attempting to work,
7:30-11p.m.
I.F.M.
Dining Room 3 everything. I feel fatigued all of
attend class, and socialize all in
personal time.
; 4:00-a:oop.m.
Phi Delta Kappa
Alumni Lounge the time and my friends tell n:ie
While having objectives to one day then you can think about
1.F.M.
: 12:00-1 :30p.m.
Room B that I have become very un work toward is indeed healthy, re-organizing your time ... some
1 8:00-11 :OOp.m.
Nu Sigma Tau
Room B friendly and too serious. I lose
you sacrifice that very health by days for work and study, some
~ 12:30p.m.
.Summer Skies Show
Planetarium Science Bldg. my temper easily now, and that is
losing balance. The mind and for personal time only. Yield a
not
like
me
at
all.
body
need some rest, some play, little all around and you might
Compiled by the Student Activities office.
I think I am going to give
some time to regenerate . It is get relief from the tension-fatigue
something up, but I don't know
better to slow down a little and tug-of-war you are experiencing
which activity it should be. I
maintain that balance than ~o go - and so will your friends!
don't feel· good about giving up
Counseling is available to you
back and forth between overachievement and under-achieve- and all students who want to disGold, diamonds, oil, and Ura- The books are from the follow- anything I'm doing. Am I failing
ment. One of the most pleasing cuss issues which are important
• nium are probably the first th ings ing ge nres of literature : general at what I really should be able to
aspects of creating harmony to you . The Counseling Center is
' which come to mind when peo- fiction and non-fiction , poetry, do?
Just Plain Tired
between active time and con- in the Bookstore Building, SA
ple think of the many resources childrens books, biography, histemplative time is the feeling of 126. Feel free to stop in, o r call
of Africa. The Union of African tory/ African, How-To, philosobeing in control. When we go to 527-2082 between 9 a.m. and 5
• Students Organization , In c . phy, religion, general and social Dear Tired,
There are some middle-of-theextremes we tend to lose that p.m.
(UASO) is embarking on a pro- science, university and secondary
ject wh ic h will provide the textbooks, and paperbacks.
The Gourd will provide a vital
American public with a resource
that is more precious than the link to the original land of
whole lot of items mentioned humanity's ancestors. By specialabove combined. That resource izing in African authors, new
fresh perspectives will be illumiis knowledge.
For too long the continent of nated. Yet, the book club doesn't
Africa has been referred to as the only consist of the works of Africa,
You are· cordially invited to the Student Outcomes Assessment
dark continent - a continent we also have titles by scholars on
Africa,
Black
Americans,
and
even
filled with backwards, illiterate
Conference at Kean College. Since you are a designated particsavages. This Fall UASO hopes to several Europeans.
ipant for this Student Conference, your attendance is very
UASO was founded October
change this view and show
America and the world that " light 5th, 1986 at Kean College of New
important! National! recognized assessment experts, Dr. Trudy
comes from the Dark Continent" . Jersey and is currently the only
Banta from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and Dr.
The, organization hopes to functional State Student Associaaccomplish this with The Gourd. tion in New Jersey. Its memberPeter Ewell, Senior Associate of NCHEMS, will present how
The Gourd is the only American- ship includes over ten instituAfrican Heritage Book Club which tions of higher education in the
Kean College fits into the national picture of outcomes assessspecializes in books written in state. Its primary purpose is to
ment and will participate in discussions. If interested stop in
English by Africans in the improve the quality of education
Motherland. Our comprehensive of black students.
T-127 A for info and registration.
For more information, please
list comprising
over 200 titles
draws from countries like Nige- call (201) 242-7677 or (201) 242ria , Ghana , Kenya, Egypt, 1030. Ask for Clarence Coggins
Mozambique, and Tanzania, etc. Ill , the Project Coordinator.
Chinese Student Association
Zionist Organization
Phi Beta Sigma
Alpha Theta Pi
Zeta Delta Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Nu Delta Pi
Delta Sigma Pi
Nu Theta Chi

U.A.S.O. Publishes "Gourd"

ATTN: ALL STUDENTS
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Pros Rate the Students

Business students in an upper classroom and the business prac- Jetter and Richard Borman•.
Parker said some of the students
level course create hypothetical titioner," he said.
strategies for corporations and
Parker said students in the were graduated last June.
have the opportunity to have course, "The Strategic Planning
Executives on the most recent
these term projects reviewed by Process," work in teams which panel are : Klaus Wieschenberg,
business executives.
research a total of about five vice president, Hoechst Celanese
Dr. Herbert Parker, a professor companies for which they draw Corp.; Harvey Gutman, vice pre- ·
of management science at Kean plans . The companies they sident/business planning and
College, said the corporate cri- research and for which they make development , Supermarke.ts
tique panel reviews the student plans are not the ones to wh ich General Corp.; Lisa M. Allison ,
papers that achieve superior panel members belong, Parker director of planning, Dow Jones
grades.
&Co.
said .
Parker said the panel members
Students involved in the most
Also, John F. Kober, Scheringmake themselves available to recent evaluation are Robert Plough Corp. , Margaret V.
advise students as they prepare Schwartz; Susan Markovich and Mullen, staff manager/ business
the papers. "The process lends Lasarian Oshiopekhai ; Steve analysis information systems,
an air of currerlt reality and Deara; James Ryan; Nathaniel AT&T; and Mary M. Stockman,
bridges the gap between the Campbell; Kevin Bullock; Richard BASF Corp.

•
Quiet Study Zone zn
Whiteman
by Latonya Smiley
Soon students in Whiteman
1Hall will have a quiet place to
1study. A quiet study lounge has
just been completed, and will be
available to students in Whiteman. According to Bill McPhearson, Assistant Director of Housing, the lounge will also be used

for "cultural and educational"
programs.
At the cost of 15,000 dollars,
the lounge has been refurnished
with beige carpeting, several new
chairs, tables, and love seats.
In the future , McPhearson
plans to have a movie screen
installed and facilities for Resi-

dent Assistant's programs.
To keep the " quiet study" philosophy, and to prevent vandalism, McPhearson would like-residents to volunteer to monitor
the lounge at different hours of
the day. To volunteer, or for
more information, contact Bill
McPhearson at 527-2114.

HOMECOMING '87
Saturday, October 17th
theme

''Kean College & You Purr-fect Together''
TAILGATE PICNICS
11 :00 a.m. - Gym Parking Lot
Regis~ration will be at the Tailgate Picnic area on Homecoming Day. Two parking slots will

be assigned pe.r group as you register. Tailgate Picnics will be arranged in a semi-circle.
On\y the can specitica\\y part of your tailgate picnic should be parked in your two slots.
Cars with supplies can deliver supplies and then park in the Kean Building lot.
Judging of the BEST PICNICS will be at noon with prizes awarded in these categories:
Sorority, Fraternity, Independent, Parent, Alumni, Faculty/Staff, and Best All-Around.
Judging criteria is: ·
1) originality
2)' presentation - utilization of materials and appearance
A $50 prize will be awarded to the student group with the most alumni attending. Alumni
will sign-in at the "Alumni Tent".
College policy prohibits alcohol on the premises. Groups with alcohol will be disqualified
from all competitions.
,

MENS SOCCER

Pagel

Freshman Positions (continued)
Treasurer.
Four students are running for
class secretary, Egna Camacho,
Karen Snedeker, Kim Honnick
and Chrishawanda Fisher.
· There are twelve council seats.
Egna Camacho, Margie " Blondie"
Cordero, Jorge Ocejo, Heather
A. Frank, Peter Lin , Carrie E.
Delia, Heather Smith, Jill Garaffa,
Wendy Sullivan, Joyce Green,
Melissagale T. Smith, Eileen C.
Lynch and Joanne Caraen are
running for those seats.

October 7 from 9:00 a.m . to 5:00
p.m.
Running for President are:
Adele Billi-Garcia, Heather A.
Frank, Jody D. Pate, Susan Hornak, Carrie E. Delia and Michelle
Wilson.
For Vice-President the candidates are: Margie " Blondie"
Cordero, Heather Smith, Wendy
Sullivan, Michael Batullo and
Yolanda L. Williams.
Marni Rubin, Melissa Vega and
Brian Egenton are all running for

Cultural Corner

Moon Festival
by Danny Rodgers
The Chinese Student Association is having a Chinese Moon
Festival dinner in Downs Hall on
October 12th, 1987, to celebrate
Moon Festival Day from 6:00 p.m.
to 10:00 p.m. Admission is free
and all students are invited to
participate.
The Chinese Moon Festival is a

traditional holiday and is an
important family-centered day.
Special foods, such as the dessert
moon cake, are prepared to
celebrate this occasion.
Further details will be forthcoming. The Chinese Students
Association meets every other
Tuesday. The next meeting is
scheduled for College i-tour,
October 6.

Pub Rules Enforced?
by Danny Rodgers
&Ogaga Oboh
OnSept.17, 1987,agroupof12
students who wish to remain
anonymous complained about
the way they were treated at the
pub. Their ID's were checked
not only upon admission to the
pub, but even after they had
gone to the restrooms with their

hands stamped, they were

proofed once again. They did

not have the pub's new ID, and
they felt they had been discriminated against because of their
ethnic/racial background. One
student said "I don't see why I
should buy a pub I.D. when I'm
not a regular. It's a good asset to
have, but not when you go in
once in a while".
In an interview with the pub
manager and assistant manage~, '

it was revealed that the Pub's poliq is to accept readily students
with the new pub ID's and to discourage the use of conventional
ID's in order to facilitate the
transition to the exclusive use of
pub IO's at other colleges. On
Thursday nights, the pub has a
large volume of clients and is
inclined to refuse admission to
anyone with a questionable ID
or even valid c:on~ona\-.

Since this policy has been instituted Sept. 1, over 150 people

have been turned away from
the pub for various reasons. In all
these cases the only common
factor was either a doubtful proof
of age or student enrollment.
Declined patrons have labeled
the pub with various names suggesting selectivity, but the Pub
maintains its policy to serve
anyone with proper ID, and that
means, with the new pub ID.

11 :00 a.m. - Kean vs. Jersey City State

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Noon - Kean vs. Southampton College (East Campus field)

FLOAT PARADE
1 :30 p.m. - In front of the Administration Building
The Float Parade will follow a route through the campus ending at the football field goal
posts. The Alumni Association will award three prizes for the BEST FLOATS: $100 First
Place, $50 Second Place and Honorable Mention. Judging criteria is: .
1) presentation of theme
2) originality
3) craftsmanship - utilization of materials and appearance
All floats must be self-propelled; trucks and van.s are acceptable. The driver of the float
must have sufficient visibility to see where they are going. All participants are responsible
for .removal of their floats in case of a breakdown and removal of all float paraphernalia
after the football game. Registration will be in the Tailgate Picnic area on Homecoming
Day. Floats can be constructed behind your Tailgate Picnic (outside of the semi-circle).

FOOTBALL GAME
2:00 p.m. - Kean vs. Jersey City State

HALF-TIME
Entertainment by the College Pep Band, the crowning of the Homecoming King & Queen
and the introduction of this year's Athletic Hall of Fame inductees will be the highlights of
the half-time festivities . Applications and information for the King & Queen are available
at the Student Organization Office, CC-128 (289-6200) .

FRESHMAN
·CONVOCATION
October 6, 1987
1 :40 P.M.
Wilkins Theater
Sponsored By:
Freshman Center
General Education Department
Office of Student Activities

GREETINGS:
President Nathan Weiss

OPEN HOUSE
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. - Alumni House, East Campus
Stop in for refreshments, meet your alumni and tour the Alumni House.

ALUMNI AWARDS DINNER DANCE
6:00 p.m. - Midnight - Downs Hall
Following the awards ceremony for alumni donors, athletes and scholarship recipients,
dance to the music of Love Company 'til midnight. Tickets at $20 each include cocktail
reception, full course dinner and entertainment. Reservations are available through the
Alumni Office, T-114, 527-2526.
_

FOR INFORMATION AND DET >\ILS ON ANY AREA OF HOMECOMING, CONTACT THE
ALUMNI OFFICE, TOWNSEND 114, 527-2526.

REMARKS
Vice President Frank Esposito
FEATURING:
·r he Thunderbird Indians
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Editorial

Take
Pride
A few years ago the Pride Bowl
was poorly funded and sceptics
believed the event to be on the
way out.
. Fortunately, these skeptics were
, wrong in their assumptions and
the Pride Bowl is here (and hopefully to stay). This is not merely a
football game but a charitable
event and a growing local tradition.
Growing also is pride in Kean
·C ollege sports. The coaches have
been putting out an extra effort to
ensure that the fans get some
exciting sports this year. Obvious
proof of the above statement is
the Cougars' quick start in the
football season. Last Saturday's
victory over Montclair was only
the first time Kean has ever beaten
the Indians. Fan support was
reportedly enthusiastic. Surprisingly so for an away game.
And speaking of the fans, has
anyone noticed that more pride is
being taken, of late, in Kean College on the whole? The Campus
Awareness Festival and All-College
Picnic seemed to top off what is an
apparently improving year for the
campus. Our organization has ,
noticed an increase in the number
of students interested in becoming involved with groups, ours as
well as others, over last year. This
could be just early year ent~usiasm, but let's hope not.
The inside word has it that
internally, as well as externally, the
school has calmed down a lot
since last year. This also has the
earmark of a more permanent
trend. Decreased incidents of violence and vandalism are obvious.
The forecast is in; sunny skies and
smooth sailing.
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Letters
The College Experience
Dear Editor,
Hi!! Let me welcome you to
Kean College. Your years at college seem to provide you with
everything you will ever need for
your future. For many new students, college can mean the
greatest amount of responsibility
and for others it can mean having freedom and beiAg independent.
While being at Kean College,
you will make new friends that
will be with you for a lifetime.
You will also discover many hidden talents that you probably
never knew you had.
One of the more important
things you will gain from here is
the knowledge that you will need
to build a strong foundation for a

career. But this is not the whole
college experience. Try to maintain a full and active schedule. By
this I don't mean take 18 credits
and go to work right after your
classes. Try to balance your
classes with your social life at
Kean. Give yourself some time to
meet people and to learn about
yourself.
Through this you will explore
and experiment with your college experiences. You can take
some time, during the semester,
to evaluate your values and
beliefs, but you will be expected
to accept the values and beliefs
of others. Evaluate your strengths
and weaknesses as well as your
intellectual and social proficien- ·
des.

Take the initiative every once
in a while in your education by
studying, thinking, talking, and
reasoning with your friends ,
advisors, and even teachers. By
gathering new ideas, information,
and experiences, you will acquire
new abilities. You will also be
more in tune to your personal
growth and this will make you a
better all-around person.
The next four years could make
you a smarter, more motivated,
and more enthusiastic person for
the rest of your life. By coping
with today's problems, you can
make your future a smoother
one. GOOD LUCK!!
Felix Ocejo
Peer Liaison

C.C.B. Says Thanks
Dear Editor,

C.C.B. would like to thank
everyone who helped out at the
All College Picnic. We extend a
special thanks to Tara Higgins of
Council for Part-Time Students,

Tom O'Donnell, director of student activities, the Keangers, the
Indy, C.E.C., Hotline, and, of
course, Student Org.
For those of you who missed
the picnic we featured the music

of Backstreets, with warm-up
band Back Seat Romeo (and Mark
Goodman). Back Seat Romeo will
be playing at the pub on Oct. 21.
Watch for them. Thanks again.
C.C.B.

Parking Rebuttal
Dear Editor,
I feel that I must respond to
the letter in the last issue called
"Commuters should not complain" because as a commuter
for the last 3 years, I can tell you
that you are NOT guaranteed a
parking space just because you
purchase a parking sticker. As for

arriving earlier, I generally arrive
at least an hour before class so
that I may find parking on campus. Unfortunately, on Tuesdays
and Thursdays in the morning, I
park off campus.
As far as anonymous is concerned, I must say that no college in this area has adequate

parking because this state is· very
highly populated. Of course, this
does not give the administration
of this college or any other the
excuse of doing nothing to alleviate the problem.
June Gazek

Orientation A Success
Dear Editor,
The New Student Orientation
program that took place on September 2, and the Evening
Orientation program scheduled
the week of September 14-17
were successful programs due to
the outstanding efforts of the
Kean College Community.

Wasting
Weekends
Dear Editor,
I live on-campus here at Kean,
and have perceived a very common problem involving the
weekends. First, students are
extremely limited by the hours
of food service, and should they
miss this time slot, they are left to
starve until a facility again opens.
Granted, CVI cannot maintain
places twenty four hours a day,
but can't something be done for
the daytime on weekends?
Secondly, students have little
else to do on weekends. Lack of
organized, or even unorganized,
activities leads to numerous
individual students sitting in their
rooms watching Abbott & Costello or Jerry Lewis movies. It
shouldn't be too hard to coordinate something to get the students out of the dorms. I know
this all sounds idealistic (what
did you expect?), but talk to all
those bored students locked away
in their rooms starving, actually
looking forward to Monday.
Anonymous

The Independent
Welcomes Your
Opinion
Submit Letters to
the Editor in CC115

The cooperation of the various
administra-tive departments from
the Presidents office to the
Maintenance Department, the
hard work contributed by the
Freshman Center staff including
the peer liaisons (PLANS) and the
combined efforts of the Student
Organization and the Council

for Part Time Students certainly
shows what can be achieved when
we work as a team. Special thanks
must go to the Independent for
their informative Orientation
issue. Thanks to everyone who
played a role in implementing
the orientation programs.
The Freshman Center Staff
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Speak Out!

by John A. 5alerno and
Margaret Walsh

Do you feel that the Pub's new
I.D. policy is fair?

Linda Kruker
Martha Henry

Mindy Potashkin

There is a mix here of older
and younger students. The ID's
may be necessary to keep
younger students from getting in
with false ID's.

The problem is the money they
charge. There should be some
kind of incentive for the 5 dollars. People should get in 5 times
for free or something.

Nancy Bailey-Baldwin
William Hernandez

I don't think that it's right. I
already have an ID, why should I
pay 5 dollars to get another one?

I want to know what the 5 dollars will go to. Will it just go to
cover expenses, or will it be used
constructively?

I think that it's better than the
old 2 ID system, but you ' ll still
have to pay a cover charge, after
you've paid 5 dollars for the ID.

John Flemming

You don't get anything for the
5 dollars. If I could get 5 beers for
it, it would be OK. I know that
the new ID's are to eliminate
minors in there, but it seems like
a money making scheme.

Kim Simpson
Faby Cecchi

I think that it's good that they' ll
keep minors out, and you won 't
need to carry your Driver' s
License.

Keen on Kean

I think it's good because it cuts
down on the number of younger
kids drinking in the pub. There
seems to be too many loopholes
in it though .

Michael Kahn

Aemanuel Deas

I think it's stupid. If you can
show a license, why can't you
just go in?

They could just use your Driver's License to check people's
ages.

ByMannyCantor

Awareness - Of The World Beyond the Ca,npus
"The co\oriu\ Campus 1'.ware-

more about the Peace c~nter.

signs that the pendulum may

major barrier to arms reduction.

ness Festival last Tuesday was
highly successful. For me, it provided an especially gratifying
experience. In the three hours at
the Peace Center table I talked
briefly with perhaps 100students,
mostly Freshmen. Maybe it was
wishful thinking. But my impression was they showed more concern and interest than the last
few years. A larger number than
usual signed up to join or learn

Later came word that nine incoming freshmen had indicated
in a Freshmen Center survey that
they were interested in the Peace
Center. last year there was only
one. That evening I read Fred M.
Hechinger, N.Y. Times editor's
column ABOUT EDUCATION. It
explored students' political attitudes at Middlebury College in
Vermont, where the dean of students told him " there are small

slowly be swinging again," from
the conservative to the liberal
spectrum.
The conversations with students made it painfully clear that
most held opinions based on
conventional, out-dated, headline versions of events. There
was lacking an awareness of the
new, dynamic developments,
especially in relations between
the U.S:A. and the Soviet Union.
Without question a healthy
skepticism of the Soviet peace
offensive is understandable. But
it is not wisdom to dismiss as
propaganda or maneuvering
every proposal they make. Nor is
it wisdom to ignore the obvious
flaws in our policy. To cite just
one example. It is a fact that the
Reagan Administration does not
want to end underground
nuclear testing because it wants
to continue to develop nuclear
weapons.
"The situation urgently calls
for a new approach to security
issues, a new mode of thinking in
politics and a new philosophy in
international relations. Survival
of humanity must be placed
above all other interests, and the
security of any particular state is
inconceivable without security
for all." General Secretary Gorbachev said that in India last
November. Most everybody can
subscribe to that. And there are
ways to test his sincerity. In his
country there is today much more
open criticism and admission of
past error in the press and media.
An economic restructuring is
underway, the impact of which
will take longer to assess. Some
political and legal reforms have
been instituted, however limited.
We may have our doubts, but we
cannot deny or ignore the fact of
these trends. Let's look at a few
specific examples in recent weeks.
For years our side has argued
that Soviet unwillingness to
accept on-site •inspection was a

The Soviets have been very
forthcoming on this question.
Recently a team of American
experts was given total cooperationwhen theywenttotheSoviet
Union for an unofficial test of a
site. Early this month three Congressmen and several experts
inspected the heretofore topsecret Krasnoyarsk radar site.
State Department officials praised
Soviet officials on September 21
for cooperating fully in an
inspection by American military
officers of a Soviet military exercise on Soviet territory. Now it is
the U.S. authorities that are backing away from on-site inspection.
In May the Soviet Union
announced it was reducing its oil
shipments to Nicaragua. Managua had asked for an increase.
Latin American reporter, Ted
Szulc, makes an intriguing suggestion that this, too, is part of
Gorbachev's effort to reduce
tensions. Szulc bemoans that
"President Reagan , however,
appears determined to make it
harder for everybody to disengage because of his ideological
concerns. Thus, he forced out
Ambassador Philip G. Habib, his
special Central American envoy,
for advocating immediate talks
with Managua after the unveiling of the peace plan."
The Moscow · International
Book Fair held this month was
very much changed from the
past fairs, a fact noted by many of
the 3,000 visiting publishers from
103 countries. Robert Bernstein,
president of Random House,
long-time leader in human rights
activities and Jeri Laber, executive director of Helsinki Watch ,
earlier this year prepared a list of
about 100 authors who were in
jail or exile or were forbidden to
publish. On Sept. 7, at the Moscow Fair, they reported the list
had been reduced by two-thirds
before their arrival.
The Soviet Union for the first

HOMEMAKERS, RETIREES,
STUDENTS
WE'RE LOOKING FOR YOU!
Positions are now available. We are seeking responsible, mature minded individuals to join an exciting young company at Newark International Airport.
- Competitive Salary
- Flexible work schedules
-

Excellent work conditions

- Advancement possibilities
Applicants must possess a valid NJ driver's
license, phone, H.S. Diploma, and strong references. Applications being accepted MondayFriday, 9 AM-5 PM, 27 Haynes Avenue, Newark
(Off Rt. 1 & 9)

time will perminmdersradu.ltes
to study at American cotleges
without political chaperones. A
consortium of 18 prestigious
American liberal arts colleges has
agreed to be hosts to 45 to SO
Soviet undergraduates for an
academic year, starting next
August. The project will be
directed by Raymond E. Benson,
recently retired from the Foreign
, Service, who has long experience
with cultural exchange programs.
He suggests the Soviet Union
may want to follow the example
of the Chinese, who started five
years ago and are now sending
20,000 students to American
campuses.
ln1985RaisaGorbachevvisited
the Paris-fashion houses of Pierre Cardin and Yves St. Lauren~
That elicited a sneer in our press:
"Communist propaganda" was
the estimate. Six months later
Pierre Cardin announced a new
line of clothing for the Russians,
to be made in Soviet plants and
sold in fancy Moscow boutiques.
Soviet-designed women's fashions are scheduled to be marketed soon in the United States.
Erich Honecker, East German
Communist leader, finally got to
make his oft-postponed trip to
West Germany. This was but one
of many developments in the
Eastern European Communist
bloc that open up avenues for
influence from Western Europe
and the United States.
Even if you have serious doubts
about all this, does it make sense
to throw obstacles in the way, to
constantly raise the ante for
improvement of relations and
for reduction of armaments? Is it
not wiser to take advantage of
every opportunity to help shape
these developments , to reestablish our role as a leader for
peaceful, democratic advance?
Such an approach is not proCommunist. It is very much in
the interests of our country.
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All Colle e Picnic Provides Social Outlet
by Eddie Donohue
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Back Seat Romeo performs at All-College Picnic.

Wednesday, September 23,
marked the annual All College
Picnic on the College Center
Green . By twelve o' clock Noon ,
the line of eager picnicers had
fo rmed for hot dogs, hamburgers,
and soda. Frisbee catches, a volle yball game, and live music were
the order of the day. The picnic
featured th e Asbury Park sound
of Backseat Romeo and Backstreets.
Th e C.C.B. were the main
orga ni zers of the events, along
with other clubs and fraternities
that he lped out. Th e C.C.B. had
...· ·•· .
worked ha rd at choosing an
appropriate band. They had lis-

Woodworking Confererice Coming
to Area Colleges

Wood crafters, designers and
furniture makers will be attending a three-day woodworking
conference Oct. 22, 23, and 24 at
two New Jersey state colleges Kean College and Montclair State
College, Upper Montclair.
" Making Connections Ill " will
begin Oct. 22 at Kean College of
New Jersey with the appearance
in b?th morning and afternoon
~essions_ of Sam Maloof, an
internationally known woodworker. ,
.
. .
Mal~>0f s rocking chair 1s the
only ~1ece of c~mtempo~ary crafts
to be m_cluded m the White House
collect1<:>n. He was a Mac-'.'r th ur
Fellow in 1985 and received a
National Endowment for the Arts
Crafts Fellowship in 1984.
Maloof will demonstrate his
craft and talk about his life as an
artist. He wi\\ be honored at a
4:30 to f> p.m. reception at Kean .
On Oct. 23 and Oct. 24 action
will shift to Montclair where the

National Crafts Administrators
will hold public meetings Oct. 23
in both morning and afternoon
sessions. Directors of state and
regional crafts organizations will
discuss cooperative ventures with

state agencies, management and
other topics.
Later there will be a gallery
reception followed by a dinner
featuring an address by Professor
Leonard DuBoff, a professor of
lawatLewisandClarkCollege. A
pioneer in the field of art law, he
was instrumental in founding
Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts.
On Oct. 24, presentations by
several artists including Maloof
will be made. They will include
William C. McCreath, a professor and ceramist at Montclair,
and by Stuart Topper of Metuchen, an assistant professor of
fine arts at Kean College.
h
k
. b M. h I
Ot er s~ea ers w'.,11 e ic ae
Scott, ~1d1tor of . The Crafts
Repor~; Wayne ~1gby, a master
ceram~st and _c~~1rperson of the
ceramic art d1v1Ston at ~ew York
Sta~e C~\lege of Ceramics Alfred
Un1vers1~y; and Hortense ~reen

Registration for the Maloof
workshops at Kean College is
being arranged by Hortense
Green, (609) 292-6130, or Stuart
Topper, (2~1) 527-2307.
.
Montclair events are being
coordinated by William C.
McCreat in _the School of Fin_e
and Performing Arts at Montclair
State College.

tened to many demos. They
finally decided on Backseat
Romeo and Backstreets. Previous
attractions at the picnic were the
Waitresses and The Pure Prairie
League .

Tom and Jeeva, officers in the
Student Organization, had the
responsibility of making sure that
all the campu s, municipal, and
state policies are followed. Th e
po licies pertain mostly to the
servin g of alcohol. In years past,
alcohol was served at the pi cnic.
Tom, Treasure r of the Student
Organization , noted that whe n
alcoh o l was se rved at the picni c,
peopl e te nde d to sti ck around
longe r. " Now people just stop by
a nd get someth ing to eat, and
the n leave."
Other volunteers at the picnic
were the people cookin g the
hamburgers and hot dogs. While
they couldn ' t brag of " over
twenty billion served", they certainly had their hands full.

Volunteer Wanda Lewis says, " It's
fun coming out and working with
friends " . Sue Doblosky works for
the C.C.B. and comes out and
cooks every year. When asked
how she battled the bothersome
smoke, she stated, " It's easy.
When the smoke gets on my
face, I just move to the other side
of the barbecue."
All day students could be seen
sitting on the grass, chatting with
fe llow students; and e njoying
the live music. Kwok She k, a
freshman, who commutes to
Kean , had just met a fe llow
co mmute r. Mi ke, also a freshma n, had just come from a bio logy lab, had this to say abo ut the
day's events, " Any site is bette r
than look ing into a microsco pe
fo r three hours." As Am y, Specia l Eve nt Ch airperson for the
C.C.B., summed it up, "The picnic provides an outlet for the
student who just comes and goes
to class; and doesn ' t get involved ."

Expand Your Mind!
Come Join
The Independent

of Westfield, crafts coordmat~r

of the New Jersey State Council
on the Arts.
Sponsors of the event are the
New Jersey State Council on the
Arts, Kean College, and Montclair State College.

Kean Students Abroad
Three Travelearn courses, two
to England and one to the Soviet
Union, are being offered in
December and January by the
Kean College of New Jersey
Office of Special Programs.
" British Literature at Its Source"
will be conducted from Dec. 26
to Jan. 8. The tour includes lectures, visits and guided walking
tours to literary sites and museums and side trips to Bath, Cambridge and York. Optional trips
may be arranged independently
to Paris or Dublin. The instructor
is Sidney Krueger of Springfield,
an associate professor of English.
"Russian Studies in Leningrad
and Moscow," will be conducted
from Jan. 1 to Jan. 9 when cul-.

ture, history, aesthetics, music
and drama will be explored in
Leningrad and Moscow. Robert
J. Fyne of Fords, assistant professor of English, is the instructor.
" Music in London " will be
conducted from Jan . 1 to Jan . 14.
The trip includes tickets to three
musical events, full English breakfasts, guided tours of the city,
and three day trips outside of
London. Herbert Golub of
Mountainside, a professor of
music, is instructor.
Deposits of $200 are due on
Oct. 1. The London trips will cost
about $1,200 and the Moscow
excursion will cost about $1,300.
The office of special programs
can be reached at 527-2163.

CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM BOARD

GET TOGETHER

Professor to Speak
The M.A. in Liberal Studies is his scholarly work, which inhappy to announce a return visit eludes four books and numerous
to Kean by Professor Robert articles, Professor Fagles has
Fagles, Chair, Comparative Liter- published I, Vincent: Poems from
ature Department, Princeton · the Pictures of Van Gogh; and
University. Professor Fagles, his own poetic gifts add luminosperhaps the premier classicist in ity and lustre to his translations,
the United States, will speak on many of which are used in Kean's
"Sophocles the Man" on Mon- classes. An urbane, graceful, and
day evening, October 5, at 7:45 lively speaker, Professor Fagles
in Downs Alumni Lounge. His will make his return visit to Kean
talk is funded by a grant from the at the request of MALS graduatP
Graduate Student Council.
students and alumni, many of
Poet, scholar, translatorJ and whom called his last visit here
teacher, Robert Fagles has pub- one of the highlights of their
lished, among other works, highly academic experience.
acclaimed translations of SophoMembers of the college comcles' Oedipus, Oedipus Rex, and munity are invited to attend on
Antigone; and at present be is . October.5th.
translating Homer's Iliad. B'esrdes • ' • • ' • • • • • • •
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n
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GALLMAN · • NEWAAa

o&Nc1 THIAt•••

JOIE flQHAll,
OIIACULA,
POii COLOaED Ol•LI ...

FUTURE
88-89

?
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WHO:

Interested Kean College students, faculty
and staff
WHY:
To acquaint s!l'Jents with the role they can
play in reviewing and selecting major cultural
events in the areas of dance, drama, lectures
and music for Fall 1988 and Spring 1989
WHERE:

WHEN:

Freshman Center, locate<! in the library
October 1, 1987
6:30 pm
Refreshments will be served.
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Mainstay
Musicians Unveil New Works
•th

Aerosml
'D

..c ermanent

Vacation'
Geffen Records
by Eric L. Greenberg

The Aerosmith train is coming
to town and with it they' re bringing their latest album.
Steven Tyler and company will
hit the area this November in
support of their second release
on 'Geffen Records, "Permanent
Vacation". Aerosmith signed with
Geffen a few years back after
jumping the Columbia Records
ship.
Unlike the 1985 release "Done
With Mirrors," this one has a
much better shot at climbing the
charts. The group collaborated
with songwriters Desmond Child,
Holly Knight, and Jim Vallance
on over 50% of the songs. The
pure metal soound of the last
album is gone, but not forgotten.
This new sound leans slightly
more towards pop than one
would normally expect from
Aerosmith, but the hard rocking
edge _is not gone. In fact, the

raunchyguitarsofBradWhitford
song that just plain works.
•
and Joe Perry intertwine with the
Aero·smith takes on another
complexities of the new rhythms
Beatles _copy in "I'm Down." It's
to create a magic that has been . almost note for note. It's fast and
absent dating back to "Live Bootfurious but the original, as usual,
leg" in 1978.
is sti~I the best.
The first single from "PermanW1_th the return of the harent Vacation" is " Dude (Looks
m~nica, horns and style, AeroLike a Lady)". This tune, one of smith has proven that their
the collaborated songs, has all
comeback is for real this time.
the trademarks of a hit while
Putthem up for comeback of the
keeping its cool. First of all, the
year (if they can stay clean).
horn section is back. They appear
here and throughout the album.
In a word "Dude" is funky, which
may be a good way to describe
the album as a whole.
All in all this album contains 12
songs. That's right, 12! Almost 50
minutes worth of rock and roll,
Columbia Records
and, with the exception of the
pop-laden, Bon Jovi-ish "Angel"
by Kevin Horn
(obviously written to be a hit),
Wait
let me get behind this
the magic is back in the Aerostrong concrete wall before I say
smith sound.
"Rag Doll," the second song what I have to say about the new
to receive airplay from this disk, Pink Floyd album, because I know
is a progressive rocker displaying everyone is gonna get P.O.'d and
the varied blues and jazz influ- want to kill me. In a word, "BORences that have infiltrated this ING!!" Stop! Back Off! Let me
explain myself before any threats
group over the years.
Joe Perry's slide guitar attacks of death are made. I'm as big a
from all angles to combine with Floyd fan as anyone, and I really
Steven Tyler's vocals to create a wanted to give the record a good
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'A Momentary
Lapse of Reason'

ORA CULA
A Natio11al Players premiere production
of an ever--popular tl1riller-.di.is
legendary tale of vampirism a11.d
tl1.e conquest of evil.

review, but I can't if I want to live
with myself. I remember the first
time I tossed "The Wall" on my
turntable. I was in seventh grade,
and it WdS my first experience
with Progressive Rock. That
album, aside from converting me
into an F.M. radio-head, tantalized my brain with its intensity,
totally drained me after listening
from first cut to last, and in
general left a heavy ma_rk on my
life. I'm sure many people can
identify with the experience (and
an experience it was!). When
prime creative force Roger
Waters left the band, he said he
did so because the band would
be milking it if they stayed
together. (That's not a direct
quote, so don't tell anyone.)
Waters proved correct. Without
him, the band sounds tired,

forced, and inspirationless. Let's
face it - David Gilmour might
be a guitarist extraordinaire, but
his lyrics have a lot to be desired.
I know Pink Floyd albums have
had a generally depressing tone
to them, but Gilmour seems to
have lost all will to live. From the
song "A New Machine" :
"Do you ever get tired of
waiting?/Do you ever get
tired of being in there?/
Don't worry, nobody lives
forever./Nobody lives
forever.

~UIA

The high point of the album is
Gilmour's biting guitar solo on
the song " Round and Around ."
The best cut by far is also the
single from the record , "Learning to Fly." Fans will be disappointed when they buy " A
Momentary Lapse of Reason "
and find that all the rest of the
songs aren 't like that one.
If you haven't bought " Dark
Side of the Moon " or " Piper at
the Gates of Dawn", do so instead
of spending the money on newer
and thinner blood . Pink Floyd
went through a momentary lapse

of reason when they thought
they could rehash what they once
had . Ahhhh, I'll probably end up
going to the concert, anyway.

Rush
'Hold Your Fire'
Mercury /Polygram
Records
by Kevin Horn

Rush is back with their first
album release in about two years.
One of the most creative studio
groups, Rush has disappointed
many of their die-hard fans with
their last few releases. Gone are
the days of the concept album
for the group, ideas like a futuristic world without music as in
1976's "2112" are no more. Bas-

sist Geddy Lee said of the shift in
musical taste that the group is
mature and moving on . Well,
"Hold Your Fire" is the next best
thing. It might not be a concept
album, but as musicians Rush has
never been stronger and Neil ·
Peart's lyrics have never been
more eloquent. The album has
the same Reggae-ish tone that
the past few have, but who cares?
I li~tened to it and took it for
what it was : new times, new
sound. The album has a very
optimistic tone, as opposed to
"Grace Under Pressure" and the
cynnical "Big Money" from their
last album, "Power Windows."
My favorite song off the album is
"Time Stand Still" with guest
vocalist Aimee Mann from 'til
Tuesday. "Time" is about a man
who has never taken the time to
" smell ~he roses" , so to speak.
He suddenly realizes that he has
been unfeeling for most of his
life and wants to be part of the
world before it's too late. The
chorus of the song:
Time stand still/ I'm not
looking back/But I wantto
look around me now/ See
more of the people/ And
Continued on Page 11
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1987 All College Picnic

Alf who? Fu bar, a walking... well rolling...t,

-~

A warm day, a good band and free food bring students out to the All-College Picnic.

Jamming out at the All-College Picnic

11- f ll • ll'il111111illllill
Back Seat Romeo warms up the
crowd for ...

The folks from S.C.S.C. mug for the camera.

l'holos by Lourdes unlz.ves, Andy "-'nky and Leslie LuMoff.
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new Student C ommittee waves their flag for new students.

IT - Thurs., Oct. 1, 1987
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:ampus Awareness Festival

~
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Would you take a hamburger from this man? Volunteers stood behind hot smoky grills to serve
students food.
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We take your future person,ally at Kean.

Backstreets wowed 'em with some sounds of Bruce.

Marvelous Mark Goodman on
vocals.
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Kean College to Host Garden State Orchestra

1

The Garden State Orchestra
opens its 1987/88 Chamber
Orchestra Series with a special
concert to commemorate the
friendship agreement between
the State of New Jersey and its.
sister province of Zhejiang, Peopie's Republic of China. The
concert will take place at Wilkins
Theatre, Kean College, Union,
on Sunday, October 11 , 3 p.m.
Single tickets are $12, with a 10%
discount for seniors and students.
The gift of four Chinese scrolls
of contemporary artists working
in the traditional style, will officially be presented to the people
of New Jersey during the Garden

State Orctiestra's first series of
concerts. The gift comes to the
State as a token of appreciation
for the signing of a ·friendship
agreement between Zhejiang
Province and the State of New
Jersey, for the development of
exchanges in the fields of culture, education, health, sports,
science, technology and business.
The scrolls will be housed in the
new Chinese Wing ofthe Newark
Museum when it opens. Re presentatives of the State of New
Jersey, the Chinese Government,
and the Newark Museum will
attend. A reception to honor the
friendship agreement will follow

the concert.

Highlighting the program will
be two compositions, Pieta for
English Horn and String Orchestra by New Jersey composer,
Ulysses Kay, and a world premiere of To A Wayfarer by Chou
Wen-chung, an American of
Chinese descent.
Ulysses Kay, who lives in Teaneck, and is a Distinguished Professor of Music at Lehman College in New York, has composed
and worked in music extensively.
Awards include the Prix de Rome,
Fulbright and Guggenheim Fellowsh i ps anci ~;x honorary
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It's " Recruitment Time" for
the third annual National Multiple Sclerosis Society's Students
Against MS (SAMS) Campaign, a
national collegiate fund-raising
and awareness program that will
take place on 175 campuses this
year. Across the country, college
students will be joining forces to
help fight multiple sclerosis, a
disease that commonly affects
their own age group. In announcing the start of the campaign, Admiral Thor Hanson,
President and Chief Executive
Officer of the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society, stated: "College
students have become a significant force in the fight against
MS, and have made it their personal cause. This year, we're going
all out to support their efforts in
any way we .can."
Throughout the 1987-88 school
year, and especially in February
- " BUST MS MONTH" - college students will be involved in
a variety of fund-raising and
educational activities geared

l!!,i,i,i,

.
.
..
~watc~, well-k~own celebrities
m~ludmg Cyndi Lau per, Brooke
Sh_ields, and NBC weathe~man
Willard Scott, ?nd_many ~at10!1al
student organizations. D1rect111g
the progra~ on campus aff?rds
SAMS Ch!31rpersons Jhe uniQue
opp~rtuni~y to rece1~e co_lle~e
credits w~1le devel~pm~ skills m
leadership, organiz~t~on and
manage~ent, and _gaming valuablebusmessexpene~cethrou~h
exposure to marketing, public

i.
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relations and soecial events
planning.
"SAMS is proud to have the
support of college students as
part of our campaign to eradicate multiple sclerosis as a major
disease of young adults in this
country," Admiral Hanson added.
To find out more about SAMS
and how you can get involved,
call 1-800-BUST-MS. In New York,
call 212-687-6620. You can also
contact your local MS chapter.

degrees.
Born in Chefoo, China, Chou
Wen-chung is now a citizen of
the United States where he has
been living since 1946. He has
received numerous awards,
grants and commissions including a Rockefeller Foundation
grant, two Guggenheim Fellowships and a Koussevitsky Music
Foundation commission. Chou is
the Fritz Reiner Professor of
Musical Composition at Col umbia University and has been serving concurrently as Director of
the Center for US-China Arts
Exchange, a nation-wide agency
for exchanges in the arts with the
People's Republic of China.
~hou's compositions are pubfished by C. F. Peters.
Alsoontheprogram : Concerto
Grosso Op 6 #1 by George Frideric Handel, Cello Concerto in
A Major by c p E Bach, and two
pieces by Luigi Cherubini, Clytemnestra, a cantata for soprano
and strings, and Ave Maria For
English Horn, Soprano and
Strings.
Elizabeth Henderson is the
soloist-for the Cherubini compositions. She has to her credit all
forms of vocal performance_
opera, oratorio, chamber music,

and recitals. She has been
honored with a Fulbright Grant
to Germany, and first prize in the
vocal division of the Chicagoland Music Festival amongst many
other awards. Most recently, she
performed Mahler's Symphony
No. 4 with the White Plains and
Vermont Symphonies. She will
soon be heard on Arabesque
Records.
Thomas Stacy, the oboist for
Pie ta and Ave Maria, is a native of
Augusta, Arkansas and has
appeared in over 40 solo performances with the NY Philharmonic, where he is a resident
English horn virtuoso, as well as
many other major orchestras
acrossthecountry. Asarecitalist,
he often performs on several
oboe family members - oboe,
oboed'amore and English horn.
A graduate With Distinction from
Eastman School of Music, he is
on the faculty of the Julliard
School and the Man~attan School
of Music.
The program will be repeated
at the Fort Lee Historic Museum
on November 6, 8 p.m. and at
The Morris Museum (Morristown) on November 7, 8 p.m. For
more information , call the
orchestra at (201) 488-2168.

·Before you choose along distance
service, take a close look:.

toward increasing the public's

awareness of multiple sclerosis;
and establishing long-term fundraising support for the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society.
SAMS will kick-off this year of
fund raising with "Skip-A-Meal
for MS," a national one-day event
whereby students skip a meal
and the cost of that meal is
donated to help fight MS. Last
year, the top fund-raising campus, SUNY Binghamton, raised
$9,000 through the no-cost event.
Another event is " Rock Alike," a
zany, lip-synch competition in
which students impersonate their
favorite rock stars to raise money
for MS. The top regional Rock
Alikes will appear in a national
contest broadcast on MTV: Music
Television. Other fund raising
activities include canning drives,
sweatshirt sales, balloon launches,
dance-a-thons, and movie parties.
While the real incentive is
helping the estimated quarter of
a million Americans who have
multiple sclerosis, the campus
raising the most money at the
end of the campaign will be featured in an on-campus program
to be broadcast live on MTV.
Recognition awards will also be
given to other top fund-raising
campuses nationwide. For the
first time this year, SAMS will also
present an award to the -campus
that conducts the best education
program. A panel of judges will
determine the winner based on
the most effective awareness
campaign. Students are encouraged to write articles for newspapers, arrange for speaker-oncampus, and coordinate symposia
to educate their campus and
community about MS.
Since 1985, SAMS has grown
from 12 midwestern colleges to
close to 200 campuses, involving
thousands of students across the
country in the fight against MS.
SAMS has also received the
enthusiastic endorsement of
major corporations such as Ford
Moto'r 'company, ~Jjt Film; ancf 1

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Thi.nk again.
Since January 1987, AT&Ts
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

AT&T

The right choice.

Thun.. Od.1, 1987
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McCarthy And Company Live It Up In Beverly Hills
Le,~s 'T''han
..6..
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Twentieth Century Fox
In " Less Than Zero," Andrew
McCarthy, Jami Gertz and Robert
Downey star as three friends
finding their way in the fast lane
on the fa stest track of all, overprivileged Beverly Hills.
Utilizing characters and conCf pts created by Bret Easton Ellis
in his best-selling novel, " Less
Than Zero" is an Avnet/ Kerner
Compan y Present a tion for
Twentieth Century Fox Film
Corporation making the American debut of Marek Kanievsky,
who won international praise for
his handling of the 1984 British
film " Another Country." Harley
Peyton has adapted the screenplayforthiscontemporarydrama,
which is produced by Jon Avnet
(" Risky Business," television's
award-winning " The Burning
Bed") and Jordan Kerner, former
vice-president, dramatic series
development for ABC.
Andrew McCarthy is Clay
Easton, a college freshman who

0

returns to Beverly Hills for
Christmas vacation, his first trip
home since beginning school
back East. McCarthy has starred
in the films " Mannequin," " Pretty
in Pink," " St. Elmo 's Fire,"
" Heaven Help Us" and " Class,"
and was featured in Jill Godmillow's " Waiting for the Moon."
Jami Gertz is Blair Kennedy,
Clay's high-school girlfriend.
Gertz stars in the horror-fantasy
" The Lost Boys" a1: ri has been
seen in Walter Hill's " Crossroads" (opposite Ralph Macchio),
" Qui cksilver" (opposite Kevin
Bacon) and Amos Poe's "Alphabet
City" (opposite Vincent Spano).
Robert Downey is Julian Wells,
Clay's devil-may-care best friend .
Downey has appeared in " Back
to School," " Weird Science,"
" Firstborn" and " Baby It's You,"
and he has completed starring
roles in the upcoming films " The
Pick-Up Artist" (opposite Molly
Ringwald), "Johnny Be Good"
(with Anthony Michael Hall) and
" Rented lips," which is directed
by his father, Robert Downey, Sr.
(the creator of the underground
classics "Putney Swope" and
"Greaser's Palace").
James Spader is Rip Meese, the

local entrepreneur whose parasitic nature leads the vulnerable
Julian into serious trouble.
Spader has been featured in
" Mannequin ," " Pretty in Pink"
and "Tuff Turf," and will be seen
in the upcoming uBaby Boom,"
starring Diane Keaton, and Oliver
Stone's " Wall Street."
The supporting cast members
include Tony Bill as Clay's father,
Bradford Easton, and Nicholas
· Pryor as Julian 's father, Benjamin
Wells. Brian Wimmer is Trent, a
part-time model who dreams of
an acting career. Neith Hunter is
Alana, a high-school friend of
Blair's whose " Think Pink Party"
kicks off the Christmas season in
a style possible only in Beverly
Hills. Afton Smith, lisanne Falk
and Sarah G. Buxton are the

potential party girls Kim, Patti
and Markie; Kelly Wolf is Lile,
home from M.I.T. for the holidays. Mi~h,ael Bowen is Bill _H op,
one of Rips unsavory associates.
Producers Avnet and Kerner
have assembled an innovative
creative team for " Less Than
Zero." The director of photography is Ed Lachman, whose
credits as cinematographer inelude " Desperately Seek ing
Susan," " Making Mr. Right" and
" True Stories." The production
designer is Barbara ling, who has
worked extensively in the theatre and on the films " Heaven,"
" True Stories" and " Making Mr.
Righ t." The costume designer is
Richard Horn·ung, whose credits
include the Coen brothers '
" Raising Arizona" and Abel Fer-

'Someone to
Watch Over Me'
Columbia Pictures
by Andy Kossowsky

Editor's note : Our regular reviewer is out of town ... Well,
actually, she's sick .. .Okay, actually, we don 't have a regular
reviewer, so our photography
editor has agreed to share a few
thoughts on the film .

And, let's face it, you don't
have to have a PhD in economics to realize they're the
best deals around.
What's more, our low rates
also include free service and
repairs, usually within 24
hours. And if we can't fix it
on the spot, we'll give you a
free loaner.
So give us a call today and
let us set you up with an ideal
roommate. Just think, if it
ever gets on your nerves, you
can simply shut it off. -

Now you can have a roommate you're guaranteed to get
along with. And all you have
to do is call Granada TV
Rental.
At Granada, companionship
comes cheap. When you rent
'til the end of the school year,
your student I.D. gets you a
Magnavox or RCA color TV,
or VCR, for as little as
$17.95-$29.95 a month. And
our incredible combo offer-a
TV, VCR and stand-for just
$34.95 a month.

-

GRANADA TV RENTAL
THE BEST BUYS IN RENTING.

I FOR INFORMATION
CALL:
ch--••Doti.e,y

II."

Also contributing to the look
of " Less Than Zero" is Peter Boyd,
whose scratch video technique
adds an important dimension to
one of
the film 's numbers,
most extravagant
production
Alana's Christmas "Think Pin k Party."
Rick Rubin, producer of Run DMC and The Beastie Boys and
co-founder of Def Jam Reco rds,
has been set as the film 's musi c
supervisor.

Rogers Turns In Shallo_w Effort

RENT-AROOMMATE.

~

rara's upcoming "China Girl."
The film editor is Peter Berger,
who recently completed Adrian
Lyne's " Fatal Attraction" and has
also worked on "Star Trek IV:
The Voyage Home," " Call to
Glory" (which was produced by
Jon Avnet) and " Oh, God! Book

(201) 672-1500

lnci.- In-.• ..,.._ AfplicaMa owject 10 cn,dk
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General: Tom Berenger stars
as a married NYC police detective who has an affair with the
beautiful, high-society murder
witness he's been assigned to
protect in this "jagged edge"
style suspense film. The story
moves well for a picture with no
car chases and minimal gunfights.
The plot is interesting, if somewhat shallow and unrealistic, and
there is just enough action and
humor to keep the 18-25 age
group from walking out. Tom
Berenger is nicely crude as the
detective, but Mimi Rogers, while
fun to watch, goes through the
role of the witness with an "it's
only a movie" attitude.
Techl'.licill: The photography is
highly stylized; a lot of fast
zooming, unusual camera angles
and sustained shots of the New
York skyline at sunset. Nine out
of ten scenes are in the shadows
or at night. This may be to force
the audience to look harder, but
I just found it depressing. It is, at
times a very pretty and exciting
picture to look at, and well-timed
incidental music makes this film
a wonderful background, should
you happen to be stoned.
Date Film Quiility: It depends
on how well you know each
other. Not a great choice for a
first date, not distracting enough.
It's great if you' re just looking for
a dark theatre to use for a few
hours - the occasional, edgeof-your-seat moments serve the
same effect as the upbeat parts of
a Pink Floyd album.

Rush

Continued from Page 7
the places that sutround
me/Now.
Songs like " Force Ten" and
" Second Nature" are telling us,
"Hey people-if we try and pull
together we can get the world
out of the mess it's in now."
Optimistic enough for me! Also,
listen for the Chinese influenced
"Tai Shan." Neil Peart says that as
he looked down from a high
mountain, China seemed to speak
to him:
The clouds were suddenly parted/For a moment
I could see/The patterns of
the landscape/Reaching to
the Eastern sea/I looked
upon a presence/Spanning
forty centuries.
Peart has always been able to
paint pictures with his words,
and has not lost his drumming
abilities (although I think he has
relied too heavily on his electronic toys lately). Guitarist Alex
lifeson shows traces of his old
style of guitar soloing, especially
in the rousing "Lock and Key."
Okay, so it's not "Permanent
Waves", but it's still worth buying, and could possibly entice a
new,g~n.eration of Rush fans. .
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Announcements
The Personals Are Back!
Cost? 25¢
Deadline? Friday - 12 Noon
Each personal must be included in an envelope
with payment. Just slide them under the door of
my office (Managing Editor) at CC 119.

INDEPENDENT DATE-LINE

WRITING CENTER
Nancy Thompson
Library
{L-325)

Independent date-line is a get-together service for Kean
students of the opposite sex. For a fee of only 25¢ the Indy
can introduce you to a fellow student who would like to
meet you . Call or stop by at CC 119 for more details. your
message will appear each week on this page until you get
a response. We do not give out your real name, address,
or phone number. Phone the Date-Line Director at 3550174 X 2339. Dateline Hours are Mon.: 2-3 and Thurs.:
12-1.

Fall 1987 Hours
Monday-Friday 10:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
Mon. & Wed. 5:00p.m.-7:00p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 6:00p.m.-8:00p.m.

NO MORE THAN TWO PER PERSON!

POLITICAL SCIENCE
announces the first Fall Meeting of
the Pre-Law Club. All those interested in l?tw as a career or just considering it are invited. Club will meet
Oct. 6 during college hour. 1:402:55 in J 337.

COME MEET
THE SISTERS
OF OMEGA SIGMA PSI
On Tues., Oct. 6th at 8:00 p.m.
in The Alumni Lounge
at our First Open Tea.

Announcinf Memorabilia's EDITORIAL
BOARD EL CTIONSI Positions available - photography, advertising, arts,
copy, sports and layout editors needed.
Assistant positions also available! Pick
up an application in CC120 or in Student Org (CC128). Deadline for all
applications is October 2nd. Candidates
meeting at 2:30 p.m. on Oct. 2nd. .

ATTENTION COMMUTERS
There will be a
Commuter Club Meeting
on Wednesday, October 7
at 1 :40 p.m. in

RAM TRAVELS
For Domestic, International Travels,
Hotel and Car Reservations Contact
DeVang at:
Office: (212) 420-2498 (10a.m.-6p.m. M-F)
Home: (201) 472-1645 (after 7 p.m. M-Sun.)
We also have good package deals for cruises
~.'.1~ i!:.ations. Give us achance to serve you

The Freshmen Center

ALL NEWCOMERS WELCOME!
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!

1

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

CLASSIFIEDS

Applications ·for Homecoming
King & Queen Are Now Available
at Student Organization Inc.
Deadline for Returning Applications
is Friday, Oct. 9th at 2:00 p.m.

$$$ RIDE ON MONDAY & FRIDAY at 8:30 a.m. from Roselle
Park to Kean Collegi:i. Urgent.
Thanks. Call Jeanne Major at
527-2387 mornings.
Driver - Full or PT Days/Eves/Wknds. Call Mr. Goldstein
992~4050. riJbrthfield Pharmacy,
Livingston .
PART TIME ._ Instructor - Life
Zones Fitness. Mothers/Students earn $15/hr. Personality
required, experience not. Must
be available 3,4 and/or 5 p.m .
Call 855-8511 .
STEREO SPEAKERS - 1 pair. 3
way, 125 watt, 36"x18" Digital
Ready, Spectrum Contouring

Interviews will be held on Wednesday, Oc~. 14
Winners to be Announced at Homecoming

:=====·= ===========::,....----------------------------------------------------------------~AA MEETING

(Alcoholic's Anonymous}
Starting Sept. 15th
Tuesdays 1:40 to 3:00 p.m.

.;,

Closed ·Meeting

,

Call Hot Line For Location

289-9100
527-~3&0

INTERFAITH OUTREACH
MINISTRIES
Fall Calendar
(Subject to Change)
October 4 & 18
November 1, 15 & 29
December 6 & 20

Worship Services for
All Faiths

Downs Hall
3:00 p.m.

Bible Study
Meetings
Downs Hall
Meeting Room B
7:30 P.M.
ALL FAITHS WELCOME-PLEASE COME AND WORSHIP
September 29
October 6, 13, 20 & 27
November 3, 10, 17 & 25
December 1, 8, 15 & 22

THE SISTERS OF
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Invite all Those Interested
tg; Attend an Open
"4eeting October 6
Downs Hall
Dining Room
(3 Downs Hal~)

ALL NURSING STUDENTS
INFORMATION MEETING
Thursday, October 1st
4:30-5:30 p.m., Kean Bulldl119

Come and talk with a Nursing Department Faculty Member and
Health Professions Academic Advisor about:
-General Education requirements
-Nursing Program prerequisites
-Applications process

Controls with a 5 year warranty .

Never been used!! Price negotiable. Call (201) 548-1482 evenings - leave message.
EARN UP TO $5,000.00 next
school year managing oncampus marketing programs for
top national companies. Flexible part-time hours. Must be a
Jr., Sr., or Grad student. Call
Yasmin at 1-800-592-2121 .
MOMENTARY lapse of Tickets?
Pink Floyd tickets available for
Meadowlands show. No need to
go to the Dark Side of the Moon!
Call 442-8036. Ask for Joe.

For further information, contact: Muffin Lord
Health Professions Advisor, Advisement Center
(201) 527-2030

BLACK STUDENT UNION

IT'S HERE!
B.S.U.

STUDY HOURS
EVENINGS

Off The Record Entertainment.

*To help you with your studying
*Provides a quiet environment
*Typewriters for your use
*Other students who can help you
*Refreshments
*Resources (Magazines, Newspapers, etc.)
* A meeting place for study groups

Having a party? Getting Married? Why not hire a professional D .J . We have a wide variety
of music from Abba to Zebra.
Call (201) 686-3318 between 2
p .m . and 10 p .m. Ask for Bill.

ADOPTION: Happily married
physic-ian and psychologist
deeply w ish to adopt white
newborn . Warm family circle,
love,- opportunities ! Medical
expenses paid. Legal, confidential. Call Ellie and Alan collect
212-724-7942.

COLLEGE CENTER 142
EVERY NIGHT
B.S.U. OFFICE
Monday through Thurs.
6 P.M. to 12 A.M.
(time subject to change)

AMERICAN
METEOROLOGICAL
SOCIETY
Open House
Tues., Oct. 13, 1987
1 :40-2:55
Room C-336

RIIIARCH PAPIRS

:=

18,278 to choose from-all subjects

Order Calaloq Today Wtlh Visa/MC

Of

coo

RIB 800-351-0222
lnC•I IU213l477a226

Or, rush $2.00 to: AHe■ rch AHl■tence
11322 Idaho fw" 1:,00 SN. I os Angeles, CA 90025
Custom resemch alsc availablt - all levels
The Women 's Resource Center invites you to an OPEN
HOUSE on Thursday, October
1 from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in
CC112. Come and get acquainted. Refreshments will

ho

·-···-...1

Were you a Twirler
in High School?

*Free Refreshments!!
Weather Lab Tour
Learn how to
forecast the weather

Did you twirl Flags? Rifles? Fire?

If you said " YES" to any of these

-

questions, why not join us? Please
contact:
Yvonne McCray
527-2302 as soon as possible .
College Library Room 209
Please leave contact name,
- • - number -schedule

Thun., Oct. 1, 1987
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INDEPENDENT PERSONALS
Cougar Football Team - Congrats

on your victory over Montclair !
You squashed 'em like a grape ! The K.C. Cheerleaders & Fans
Hey Toni, Nice girl, huh? Well I
hear it paid off for you ! Diane
Darlene, Firestone! Shar
Does an auto store sell gas and
helium ! The Stones

Russ, Next time make it to the
bathroom 612
Pink, Hey you, in the flesh. Are

comfortably numb? What shall
we do now? Let's wait...for the
worms. Goodbye cruel world.
Mother
Tom, Ah, love is in the air. How

cute - I think I' m going to be sick.
E.S.

Ladies of 603 Sozio, A special.
thanks for helping a stray - Your
kindness means more than words.
Love you all, Stephanie
Jason - Congratulations on your
promotion ! I love you! - Diane
Vicki: Welcome to 612! We hope
you like it! Love, Your New
Roomies
To:
From:

Women's Tennis: Good luck to
you all. You ' re looking good.
Keep up the winning spirit. The

Wedge
510 B - Burch - I' m impressed

with your serratus anterior! I Like
to check out your lats... Struggling P.T. Student-night time
watcher

The Independent will refuse to
run Personals that specifically

name any individual(s) or group(s)
in a derogatory fashion . The
paper disavows personals that do
not specifically name individuals
or groups, and disclaims any
responsibility for whatever inferences readers make.

Friends of the Kean College Community
Herberg Golub, Coordinator and group leader
Music In London
August 5, 1987

TO:

CAMPUS PROGRAMMING ORGANIZATIONS

FROM:

JUNE ROCHFORD, STUDENT ACTIVITIES INTERN

DATE:

September 24, 1987

Date:

SUBJECT:

Spring 1988 - CALENDAR ~PPLICATION FORM

I am pleased to announce that Music in London will fly once more in January, 1988. Th is incredible trip
will take place from January 1st thru the 14th and will include the following :
- scheduled round trip flights via Pan American Airways
- all transfers
- London's choice location - Strand Palace Hotel; rooms with private bath and full English Breakfut
included "
- Tickets for two musical events and one evening in the theatre
- Bus tour of London
- Walking tours of the city landmarxs and museums
- 3 one day trips outside of London via British rail
- Farewell party
Th is unbelievable holiday is available to you for $1185.00 representin9 a 1()'11, increase over last year
which is necessitated by the strength of the British pound and skyrocketing air costs.
Th ree college cred its are add itional and will be part of the Spring, 1988semestercourse load. Travellers
not registering for credit are required to pay a $100.00 Continuin~ Education fee.
There is a tremendous amount of excitement about this trip so 1f you are interested, please fill out the
form below as soon as possible (October 1st is the deadline) and return it with a deposit of $200.00 made
payable to Kean College of New Jersey. All requests are to be mailed to:
Professor Herbert Golub
Music Department, Kean College of New Jersey, Union, ·N.J. 07083 Attention: Music in
London
Best wishes for a good yearl "See figure 8 on map for location (near William IV Street)

Do you want your department's or organ ization's events listed in the Spring '88 Calendar? Please fill out
the ca lendar application below. All information must be received by Friday, Nov. 6. This is the final deadline
and no exceptions will be made.
PLEASE RETURN BOTTOM PORTION TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES - CC-143 NO LATER
THAN FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1987 ATTENTION : JUNE ROCHFORD, STUDENT ACTIVITIES INTERN.

Date of Program

(Month)

(Day)

(Year)

Time of Program
Program Title

(This title will appear on calendar)

Location
Open to the Public?

Admission
Name

of Sponsoring Organization

NAME----------------------------

Contact Person

ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE __________ ZOI\IE_ __ _

Home Address

Home#
Office#

PHOINE
Taking Course for Credit _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C.E. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Office Address
PLEASE USE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH EVENT.
IF ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL STUDENT ACTIVITIES (527-204-4)

,._

The English o·epartment will sponsor its fourteenth annual mid-semester
tour "British Literature at Its Source" December 26-January 9, 1988 under the
direction of Professor Sidney Krueger.
The literary tour is a three credit course and is designed to familiarize
students with sites and geographical regions significant in British literature for
children and adults. Lectures and seminars have been scheduled at the Victoria
and Albert Museum, the Samuel Pepys Library at Cambridge University, the
Dickens Museum in London, and in the city of Bath.
Students will have ample free time to explore London independently.
Westminster Abbey, the Tower of London, St. Paul's Cathedral, Speaker's Corner,
in Hyde Park, and Petticoat lane (one of the oldest flea markets abroad) are but a
fe~ of the noted places of interest. Evenings are free to attend the inexpensive
London theatres, concerts, ballet and opera.
·
The estimated cost at this time is $1175.00 and includes airfare, hotel,
transfers to and from airports, breakfasts, and a one week Brit Rail pass which
enables the holder to travel on trains in Great Britain at no cost. Students desiring
three credits in English for the course will be required to pay the usual tuition fee.
An auditing fee of $100 will be charged for non credit participants.
If you are interested in the Mid-Semester Literary Tour, fill out the attached
form and mail to Professor Sidney Krueger, Kean College of New Jersey, English
Department, Morris Avenue, Union, NJ 07087 by September 15, 1987. Phone the
English Department for information: 527-2298 or 2092-3. An orientation meeting
will be announced.

------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NAME

.

First

Last

ADDRESS
Zip

,.

Our annual trip to London to study the British Theatre is planned for
May this year. It is two weeks of:
LONDON THEATRE: (The RSC, The National, West End Hits, fringe
Shows, backstage tours, seminars with actors, playwrights, directors)
LONDON SIGHTSEEING (The Tower, The Palace, Westminster
Abbey, St. Paul's, The Underground, The Double Decker Buses)
LONDON SHOPPING (Harrods', Fortnum and Mason)
Plus a two day trip to Stratford-on-the-Avon and lots of free time to
explore on your own the wonder of the city of London.
All of this plus 3 college credits.
TENTATIVE DATE: May 20-June 6
PROJECTED COST: $1,000.00 (not including tuition)
In order to make plans as early as possible we need an idea of how
many people want to join us. If you are interested, please fill out the form
below and return it to Dr. J. Murphy, V.E. 410 as soon as possible.
YES, I AM INTERESTED in participating in Contemporary British
Theatre in May in London. Send me more detailed information.

NAME:

PHONE
Home

Business

ADDRESS:

Annual Kean College Russian Adventure Trip
Russian Studies in Leningrad
and Moscow
January 1-January 8, 1988 3 College Credits; $1,289.00
An eight day travel course to st udy the culture, habits, literature, art, and everyday life of one of the most diversified people
in the world - The Russians - w here you w ill see for yo urself those turbulent events and catalytic force s that triggered off
the "ten days t hat shook the world ."
The Cost- The $1 ,289 co vers t he entire t rip and inclu des: round t rip jet transportation on a sched u led airlin e ... first class
hotels in both cit ie s ... b us tra nspo rtation between all airports ... midni ght train ride between Leningrad and M o scow ... bus
transportat ion betwee n all a irports .. . mi d ni ght t rain rid e between Len in grad and Moscow ... two meals a day; breakfast and
dinner ... daily sightseeing on the Russia n intourist buses ... all taxes, tips, and service c harges.
All deposits sho u ld be made by December 1, 1987. For more detailed information and application forms, please see Dr.
Robert Fyne, Willis Hall, Room 305-B.

-
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Comics
Cliff's Hangers by Vince/ones
GREETJN65,A6AJN.. JW CUFF CORNELIUS...

.
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''MY fRJEN~ f)£R£K W/l{)ST~ GEORGE MICJIAEL,

~L.E..LENNY WJ4KA... JAPAAIE5£ ~

i.EADEK OF TllEli-4N6ER5. .. A!rP / HAVE ll!ECLA/tf AND DJ RUN ARE MY PARTNERS IN CK/HE. WE!'£ AI.L
TO F.411£ A5 BE/N6 "lJIE 5£Y/£ 5T,A/.,WAL!VE'. n.YJN6 To LIV£ JJIE 5/f/PLE UFE tW OWP//5.:.

5!!/NM:.. Of/LY R¥i'£16/f0 7lJ PE1iRUA 5A/115F/i'/IJI
TIIE /Jr!A5T/A6 J'IIVTl!i f C4/..L8 )OW NEW.. ..

HE ENJ),5 /T.Yfl; /.£11)/(5 ~ }/ FtJR!lJMTE &1JI;//
°W 3/Af!E /115 fddlt wmA H~.l'G P.J.

!RIJJ!f!JIM
7APPl6CLIJ8
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'7WJf'E#'E1ff
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Pandemonium
by
DiMattina
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"Acceleration Lane"
When violent opposition from
mediocre minds overtakes brilliant ideas
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Intrarnurals Information
Entry Deadline &
Organizational Meeting
Sport
Flag Football
Sept. 29
Indoor Whiffleball
Sept. 29
Co-Rec Volleyball
Oct. 6
Sign up for the above activities
in the Main Office of the Department of Intramural-Recreational
Sports, East Campus Room 122.
Sign up as an individual player or
pick up an entry form for a team
entry. All entries are due on the
entry deadline indicated above
or at the Organizational Meeting. A $10.00 forfeit fee must be
submitted to the Main Office by
' the Friday before the play begins
for all activities listed above .
Please bring completed entry

form when submitting forfeit fee.
All individuals or team managers/captains must attend the
organizational meetings. Failure
to attend a meeting will result in
the individual or team not being
scheduled for play. Organizational meetings will take place during College Hour (1 :40-2:55) in
Room D-125, D'Angola Gymnasium.
All activities have separate
men 's and women 's leagues,
unless designated as Co-Rec.
Recreational Sports has moved
to East Campus, Room 122. Our
phone number is 527-2229. The
shuttle bus is available to all who
wish information from the main
recreation office.

Informal Recreation Hours
Evening
Fall 1987
M - 6:00-9:30; T - 6:00-9:30; W
SwimmingPool-D'Angola/D-134 - 6:00-9:30; T - 6:00-9:30; F 1st half of semester - Septem- 6:00-9 :00
ber 16, 1987 - October 21, 1987
Weekends
Morning/ Afternoon
S - 11 :00-3:00
M - 12:15-3:00; T - 1:40-3:00;
S -12:00-4:00
W - 3:00-5:00; T - 1 :30-3:00; F Exercise Room - East Campus
1 :00-3 :00
M - 10:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Evening
T - 10:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
M - 6:00-9:30; T - 6:00-9:30; W
W - 10:30 a.m .-9:00 p.m.
- 7:30-9:30; T - 6:00-9:30; F T - 10:30 a.m .-9:00 p.m.
6:00-9:00
F - 10:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
2nd half of semester - October
Exercise Room - Campus
22 - December 11
School West -108
Morning/Afternoon
F - 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
M - 12:15-3:00; T - 1:40-3:00;
S - 11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
W - 12:00-3:00; T -1 :30-3:00; F S - 12:00 noon - 4:00 p.m.
1:30-3:00

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS
AND ATHLETICS
DIVISION OF SPORTS CLUBS
527-2229

exercise and fitness
Registration required.
CSW 118:
T 8-9 p,m.
W 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Th 8-9 p.m.
Sat11-12p.m.

D107:
· M 4-5 p.m.
M 7:30-8:30 p.m.
W 4-5 p.m.

ALL CLASSES BEGIN THE WEEK OF SEPT. 21

DEPARTMENT OF
RECREATIONAL SPORTS
AND ATHLETICS
DIVISION OF INTRAMURAL SPORTS
I

indoor wiff lebal I
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
& ENTRY DEADLINE
TUESDAY, SEPT. 29
D'ANGOLA, ROOM 125

Entry Forms Available in Room 122, East Campus ·
For Information Please Call: 527-2229

DEPARTMENT OF
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ·
AND ATHLETICS
DIVISION OF SPORTS CLUBS
527-2229

Gymnasia - D' Angola/D110
1st half of semester - September 16 - October 21
_
Main Gymnasium
M - 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
T - 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
W - 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
T - 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
F - 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
S -11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
S - 12 noon -4:00 p.m.
2nd half of semester - October ·
16 - December 18
M - 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
T - 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
W - 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
T - 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
S -11 :00 a.m.-3 :00 p.m.
S - 12:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

DEPARTMENT OF
RECREATIONAL SPORTS
AND ATHLETICS
DIVISION OF SPORTS CLUBS

527-2229 ~

FLAG
FOOTBALL
-OFFICIALS NEEDED
APPLY:

Department of Recreational Sports and Athletics
East Campus, Room 122
527-2229

DEPARTMENT OF
RECREATIONAL SPORTS

AND ATHLETICS
.
DIVISION OF SPORTS CLUBS
527-2229

.~

•·
..

women's lacrosse
• Come Learn a New Sport
• Play is Spring Semester
• Bring a Friend
• Organizational Meeting

OCTOBER 27 1:40 p.m. D125
DEPARTMENT OF
RECREATIONAL SPORTS
AND ATHLETICS
DIVISION OF SPORTS CLUBS
527-2229

karateC
tai clii chuan
Registration required.

Wed. 6-7 p.m. CSW 118
ALL CLASSES BEGIN THE WEEK OF SEPT. 21

Registration required.

Mon. 8-9:30 p.m. CSW 118
Thurs. 8:30-10 p.m. CSW 118
ALL CLASSES BEGIN THE WEEK OF SEPT. 21

Thun., Oct. 1, 1917
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Sports

COUGARS SCALP INDIANS

by Gary J. Hickman

couple of which playing a key
Cougar strong safety Steve role in the eventual outcome of
Castora recovered a Montclair the game. The Cougars started
State tumble with 1: 11 remaining things rolling by fumbling the
in the game to halt a last minute ball on the opening play. It proved
comeback attempt at the Kean to be a costly mistake as Mont16-yard line and preserve a stun- clair made the recovery at the
ning 16-14 come-from-behind Coug_a r 26-yard line and scored
victory over last year's Confer- nine plays later on Jeff McGreence .C hamps Saturday night in gor's 3-yard run. The conversion
Montclair.
gave Montclair an early 7-0 lead.
It was not a well played ga111e,
The Cougars came right back
as both teams committed numer- with a scoring drive of their own,
ous turnovers and penalties, a starting on their 34-yard line and·

going 66 yards in nine plays to
the Montclair 2-yard line before
being stopped on three straight
running plays and having to settle for a field goal. John Mattos'
kick was good from 20 yards out
to close the gap to 7-3 with 5:51
left in the 1st quarter. ·
A key play occurred in the
second quarter when the Cougars, facing a third-and-13 situation from their own 5-yard line,
executed a "quick-trick" which
rolled all the way to the Mont-

clair 35-yard line for a 60 yard
gain. The play caught the Indians
off guard, allowing the Cougars
to get out of a big hole and possibly saving some points as
Montclair was forced to punt
after running three plays.
The half ended with Montclair
holding onto a 7-3 lead, as both
teams squandered possible scoring opportunities by turning the
ball over.
Montclair increased their lead
to 14-3 late in the third quarter

FOOTBALL TEAM MAKES NEW FRIENDS

1
cttn
· 1U

.

i

""

This past Monday the Cougar football players met with some Newark youths, as part of the activities leading up to this Sunday's Pride Bowl.

A lot of warmth was shared along with some impressive football passes from the children.

Photos by Leslie LllMoff

Reilly Named Wrestling Assistant
by Perry Schwarz
Ed Reilly, of Bloomfield, has
been named the assistant men's
wrestling coach at Kean College
of New Jersey. This is Reilly's first
coaching position and head coach
Dan Greco, who posted a 16-7
record in 1986, is confident he
wi II do a great job for the Cougars.
"I coached Ed back in high
school. He did not have natural

talent, but worked harder than
any other wrestler," Greco said.
"I am sure if he coaches the way
he wrestled then success will
once again follow him."
Reilly wrestled collegiately at
Rutgers-Newark. He was the
Metropolitan champion at 150
pounds and went to the nationals
in 1985 and '86. The computer
science major will finish classes

at Kean College of New Jersey
while serving as the assistant
wrestling coach.
"I plan to be an assertive coach
and develop my coaching style
so it compliments Dan's philosophy," Reilly said. "We have a
talented group of kids this season and I hope to nurture their
talent in order for us to achieve
another successful season."

Johnson and Pride Bowl Return Home
by Perry Schwarz
Two football homecomings
will be celebrated when Kean
College meets William Paterson
in the ninth annual Pride Bowl
on October 4th at 1 :30 p.m. in
Schools Stadium (Newark). Last
year, WPC defeated Kean 27-7.
The Pride Bowl returns to
Newark now that Schools Stadium has been renovated. Also,
Cougar running back Brian
Johnson (Newark) returns to the
Stadium where he played football for Weecquahic High School.
The 1982 graduate said playing in
Schools Stadium in the Pride
Bowl is the highlight of his football career. He wanted to play in
the Pride Bowl in front of a
crowd since he saw Cheyney
State defeat Seton Hall 10-9 which
was the first annual Pride Bowl.
Johnson played in last year's
game, but it wasn't the same
because the Pride Bowl was in
Irvington. He thought his opportunity passed him by, but his
dream will come true.
"This is a blessing for me. My
patience, attitude, and training
finally paid off," Johnson said.
"We are blessed with a great
staff, group of players, and
administration. With these positive notes, my-Pride Bowl dream
will come true."
•
Johnson will be competing in

front of a familiar crowd. Many
of his friends, family and teachers
will be at the game. Johnson
hopes to show them, what he
accomplished in four years at
Kean College.
"This is my opportunity of
returning home to play in front
of a great crowd. This is a way for
me to show the kids and people
of Newark the type of athletes
and students this city is producing," Johnson said. "Many of the
youths are stereotyped in a negative sense and the Pride Bowl is a
way o' :larifying those stereotypes. Finally, I will be in front of
familiar faces again. I will be
home."
Strategically, Jean employs a Ttype offense. Johnson has been a
part of the system since training
camp. Last year, mental breakdowns hurt the Cougars. In addition to Johnson, the entire team
is looking forward to winning
the Pride Bowl title. They hope
to control the ball, look for big
plays and capitalize on any turnover that fall their way.
"Now that we have the correct
personnel, players and admini~trative support, I know we will
have a successful, competitive
year. In fact, the year has been
great for me already," Johnson
said. "It could only improve. In
closing, we will

be

at the Pride

Bowl in Newark ready to play."
All monies from the Pride Bowl
are used for remedial centers,
SAT preparation courses, and
college scholarships. These programs-benefit Newark youtns. It
brings a positive existence to the
schools, the city and the youths it
benefits. The Pride Bowl is more
than a game. Brian Johnson is
one example of what the Pride
Bowl can do for the Newark
youths.

on a 71-yard touchdown run by
Leroy Horn who had a big game,
rushing for 168 yards on 22 carries.
This set the stage for the Cougars late game heroics as they
came back to score two touchdowns in the final minutes of the
game. The first, coming on their
best drive of the game, began on
their own 29-yard line and went
71 yards in 18 plays as Brian Gallagher scored on a 2-yard run.
The 2-point conversion attempt
failed making the score 14-9 with
5:44 remaining to play.
The Cougars got the break
they needed however, when
Horn fumbled the ball on the
31-yard line, only to fumble away
the ball, and this time the game
as well.
Next week the Cougars put
their 3-0 record on the line
against William Paterson in the
Pride Bowl. WPC holds a 9-7 series advantage and has won the
last two meetings between the
two teams. The game will be
played at 1 :30 p.m. on Sunday at
Newark's School Stadium.
Indians next play from scrimmage,
and Dennis Prendregast recovered the ball on the Montclair 24-yard line. Seven plays
later Butts scored from 5 yards
out to put Kean ahead for the
first time in the game. Mattos'
kick forged the final score of
16-14.
The Indians did give Kean a
final scare though, as they got
the ball back with 2:45 remaining
and drove 34 yards to the Cougar

FOOTBALL TEAM
SAYS ''THANKS"

This past Saturday night's 16-14
victory over Montclair was made
even sweeter by all the people
that came to support us. With the
loud cheering, it was like playing
with an extra man on the field.
You, the fans, helped us tremendously When we were down

late in the fourth quarter you
never gave up on us; it was the
extra added support that propelled us on to our first ever victory over Montclair State College.
Thank you,
The Kean College Cougar
Football Team

WRESTLING MANAGERS NEEDED
Season starts Oct. 21. For more information call Coach
Greco at 997-9871, Athletic Office, East Campus 153. This
is a paying job!

ANNOUNCEMENT
SOFTBALL PLAYERS WANTED

Any women interested in playing softball for the upcoming school year
should attend an organizational meeting. The date has been set by Head
Coach Nancy Plantz for Monday October 5th at the East Campus lounge.
The meeting will start promptly at 3 p.m. Anyone interested or has furttier
questions stiould contact Plantz at 527-2937 or 527-2435.

SKI TEAM Meeting October 13
Tuesday, College Hour (1 :40-2:55)
D'Angol Gym Room 126
Last chance to sign up for a great time!

BASKETBALL ASSISTANTS/MANAGERS WANTED
The men's basketball program will be a sight to see this season. Head
coach and assistant athletic director, Ron Kornegay projects a positive year
for the Cougar program. Anyone interested in assisting coach Kornegay
with the progress and development of program should contact the athletic
office at 527-2435 or 527-2995.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL PLAYERS WANTED ·
The women's basketball team is organizing for another exciting and
successful season. last year, the Cougars reached the NCAA Division Ill
final four. Head Coach Rich Wilson is looking for any girls interested in
playing basketball. There will be meetings within the next few weeks. For
additional information contact coach Wilson or Pat Hannisch, Associate
Athletic Director at 527-2435/2436.

Brian Johnson
Sr. Running Back Newark
57" - 173 lbs.

Any student interested in earning extra money and enjoys athletic
contests should be interested in the sports information area.
Statisticians and huts are needed for Kean's 16 athletic programs. There
is no previous experience required and students are sure to enjoy the
atmosphere and excitement of the department.
Ar.yone that has a few hours to spare, contact Perry Schwarz, Sports
Information Director at 527-2936 or 527-2435. Schwarz is located on the
East Campus in room 150.

